This paper describes a computer language based upon actor semantics designed especially for computer graphics and animation. The thesis that animation is best facilitated by considering each entity on the display screen as an independent process is discussed and demonstrated by examples. The system is built upon MacLisp and is compatible with Lisp-Logo. The language is designed to be used by both very sophisticated programmers and by school children.
Introduction
The essence of animation is process. With few exceptions, however, there have been very few process-oriented graphics languages.
[2], [10] A computer language should reflect both the structure of its applications and the intuitions of its users. In the case of animation languages this implies a language which eases the task of modeling the processes that the animation is intended to represent. This paper describes one such language that is oriented towards both very inexperienced programmers and very sophisticated ones.
Some of the recent Artificial Intelligence languages are based on a new view of computation sometimes called "actor" semantics. Carl Hewitt's PLASMA ([5] and CII]) and Alan Kay's SmallTalk [2] are the best examples. The basic idea is to consider each entity within the system as a "little person". Each little person or actor can receive messages asking it to do something, remember something, recall something, or send some messages to other actors. For animation this seems an ideal way to represent objects on the display. Each object is an independent process that can be made to behave in an arbitrarily complex manner. Charlie Brown can be an actor that can be told to walk, causing him to send the appropriate messages to his arms, legs and body.
I have implemented the language in MacLisp [6] using the TV turtle graphics package ['7] and it is also compatible with LispLogo [3] . The system enables one to define new objects, new object types, and the kinds of messages they can handle. For example, one can easily create a square named George. George can be told many kinds of things like his size, speed, or angular velocity. George can be asked to do many things, such as move forward or back, turn left or right, hide or show, leave a trace or not, grow or shrink, or change appearance. George can always be taught new things to do or to respond in a new way to a message. George also has a memory; you can tell George anything at all (e.g. his color, his friends, or whatever).
One very important thing that George knows (though like everything in the system he can be told otherwise) is that he is a square. Presently, Squares know a few things, like how to draw themselves, or that after rotating 90 degrees that they look the same. Squares in turn know that they are instances of Object.
George is able to do the things on a display that he does because he asks Object who knows how. Objects know how to mentioned above. Objects, in turn, know that they are instances of Something, things that can receive messages, can pattern match those messages, and can perform memory functions. $omethings know how to leilrn new responses to new patterns. This entire hierarchy is very flexible and modifiable by the user. The basic process is the message Is sent to some individual, George, and if George has no patterns that match the message, he sends it off to his parent (the actor that he is a kind of)~ His parent, in turn, tries to match the message and either responds or passes the message on up to his parent until either someone can handle the message, or an error message is generated. This is also a very useful default mechanism, if George is never told his size or how to grow he can inherit it from Square or Object.
Another feature of this system is the ability to have many different actors move on the screen with apparent parallelism. George can race against Sally. A stick figure can simultaneously move different limbs and change it's facial expression. Simulations of real world processes can be dynamically portrayed. Movies (i.e. a list of display commands) can be produced that can be run forward or backwards at any speed the computer system is capable.
This system is intended to support sophisticated programmers and, equally important, to be used by children. The system is hopefully a more powerful and natural means for doing simple programs for animation. The powerful ideas of instances, classes and finding of the correct level of generality and the little person model of computation are imbedded into the system. The hope is that through well-guided use of the system, some of these ideas will become more concrete to the children. Of course, all the usual reasons for teaching Logo to children remain in force (e.g. learning by doing, experience with debugging, becoming articulate in describing processes, and exposure to and assimilation of powerful ideas). For more information about the context within which this teaching of children to use computers is occuring, the reader is referred to [8] , [9], and [4] .
This view of programming as collections of actors, or a community of "little people", that send and receive messages from each other is very powerful. It is conducive to a modular, simple, natural representation of the knowledge needed for the application. Using an actor system one can model intelligence as a integrated community of rather limited individuals or in the more conventional manner as an integrated individual Another important aspect of this system is the explicit "kind-of" hierarchy of actors. Each object is told what class it is a member of when it is created. When any object receives a message it cannot handle, it passes the problem on to the class of which it is a member. The important concepts of instantiation, class membership, exceptions, placement of knowledge at the best level of generality, and inheritance of properties hopefully will flow from the proper use of this aspect of the system.
To both facilitate the use of the system and to give the user a good start in what is hopefully the right direction, the top nodes of the hierarchy are predefined. Since the definition of the behavior of the top nodes is also within the actor language, the user can easily define his or her own top nodes. 
An Example
The following is a simple example of an interaction with the system intended to illustrate its basic features:
ASK ROCKET (MAKE FRED)
ASK is the basic message passing command, in this case the message "Make Fred" is being sent to the actor Rocket. Rocket does not know how to handle messages of this form so it passes the message to Object who also ignorant of such messages. The message is finally sent to Something which can match the message with one of its patterns and it creates a new actor named Fred which is a kind of Rocket. 
ASK FRED (APPEAR FORWARD ~)

A
Object is passed this message via Fred and Rocket and Fred is asked to Hide and then to appear at the place 50 steps forward. The word "APPEAR" is there to distinguish this type of message from those in which the movement is gradual as described later.
ASK FRED {APPEAR LEFT 128)
Again Object handles this type of message and Fred is asked to Hide, then to rotate to the left 120 degrees and then to show.
ASK FRED {FORWARD 75)
This time Fred is told to go forward, so he asked for his speed, he has none in this example and asks Rocket for his speed which is 25. He then is asked to (APPEAR FORWARD ZS) and to plan on continuing tile rest (50) on the next tick of the "clock".
ASK FRED (RECALL YOUR SPEED)
Z5
Fred, as is true of all Somethings, has two kinds of memory, a general pattern-oriented data base and internal variables. Both are used to maintain the internal state of actors. The message "Recall ..." indicates that the value of the variable "speed" is to be returned.
ASK FRED (CHANGE YOUR SPEED TO 50)
Fred updates the value of his "own" variable "speed" to 50.
ASK FRED (DO ALL PLANNED FOR NEXT TICK WITH UNIVERSE-i)
Fred is asked to do all the things that he had planned to do on the next "clock" tick. ! He asks himself what things he had planned then and does them. In this case the only thing that was planned was "(FORWARD 50)" which was left over from the "(FORWARD 75)" message earlier. Since his speed is now 50 he can do it all in one tick and appears forward 50 steps. Uniuerse-I is an actor that can be asked for all the other actors that are currently on the screen, so that interactions are possible. For example, collision or avoidance can be implemented by asking the other actors in the universe where they are and maybe even where they are planning on going.
ASK FRED (GROW 18)
Fred is told to grow. which causes a message to be sent to him to hide, then to replace his size with his old size plus 10 and finally to reappear again.
ASK FRED (APPEAR BACK 50)
Now when Fred is told to do anything an image of him with his new size moves.
! To some people this wordy style of programming is distasteful. I could just as well have defined the message to be "(TICK UNIVERSE-I)'.
It is very important, however, that the coda be as clear and easy to read as possible. The difficulty in typing can be overcome by simple human engineering aids, for example, a special "help" button which, when pushed, could finish the line to the extent possible, saving much typing and preventing misspellings. The behavior of any actor in the system can be extended. The "if receive ..." message is matched by "Something" which adds a new receiver to the actor that received the message. In this case,
Rocket is sent the message asking it that if it receives any messages of the form: the words "shoot missle with speed', then any word, then the words "to go" followed by only one more word, 1 then call the first word ":?speed" and the second word ":?distance. "2 Then do the following series of things:
(I) create a rocket named Mlssle, (It is possible to make the name "Missle" local to this receiver or to have a unique name generated.)
(2) ask the newly created Missle to change its speed to the number in the message that corresponds to the word "?SPEED" in the pattern, (A fancier version could easily add the rocket's present speed with ":speed'.) (3) change the size of the missle to be !/4 of the size of the actor that received the message which is always called ":self"
(4) change the position of the missle to be the state of the actor receiving the message; this way the missle appears where the shooter Is, rather than the default which is the center of the screen (5) the rnlssle is asked to show Itself (6) it is told to go forward the number which is the last word in the message Fred is given this newly defined type of message and then asks Rocket to try to handle it. It can, and the above procedure is executed with the speed of the missle being 100 and the distance it is to travel being 200.
ASK FLOWER (MAKE SALLY) ASK SALLY (CHANGE YOUR SIZE TO 70)
ASK SALLY (SHOW)
movie. Suppose we want a movie in which Sally the flower is just peacefully swaying back and forth in the wind. Then Fred the rocket flies by and shoots a Missle at Sally. Freed flies away and the Missle heads right towards poor Sally. As a surprise ending, however, the missle will turn out to be filled with water and Sally could grow larger as she continues to sway in the wind.
ASK SALLY (PLAN: SWAY I0 DEGREES 12 TIMES NEXT)
Flowers can be asked to accept "sway" messages which cause them to go left and then right the specified number of degrees. The "Plan:" part is the same kind of message that "Forward" produced previously. Sally does nothing on receiving this message other than remember to do it with the next tick of the "clock".
ASK FRED (PLAN: FORWARD 300 NEXT) ASK FRED (PLAN: SHOOT MISSLE WITH SPEED 50 TO GO ZOO NEXT) ASK FRED (PLAN: RIGHT gO THEN SHRINK 40 AFTER Z MORE TICKS)
ASK SALLY (PLAN: GROW 30 AFTER 6 MORE TICKS)
More events are scheduled, such as Fred being told to begin going forward 300 steps and then shoot a missle with a speed of 50 to go 200 steps. Two "clock" ticks later Fred will start to turn right 90 and when finished turning begin to shrink away. Notice that he will be turning while he still has some steps to go forward and thus will plot a polygonal course. Six frames into the movie Sally will be begin to grow. (The numbers of ticks in this example were chosen simply because they caused things to happen at the right time. Much of this would become simplier if one could plan events relative to other events.)
ASK MOVIE (MAKE ATTACK 12 TICKS LONG IN UNIVERSE-I)
Here Movie is asked to make a movie called Attack that is 12 frames long. It in turn asks U~iverse-1 to send a "tick" message to all the actors with things planned. It will stop either after 12 ticks or sooner if no more things are planned. The Screen asks Attack to remember each display command in addition to doing them, so that they can be played back at a speed that is not limited by the time it takes to send and interpret all the messages.
ASK ATTACK (SHOW)
Attack is asked to run the display commands it remembered while the movie was being made. Stills from the movie can be seen on the following page:
A flower named Sally is created, given a size and asked to show. 
Now we can use
Message Passing
Message passing is the mechanism of communication between two actors. A pattern matching procedure called "Match" is used to decode the incoming message. "Match" provides great flexibility in the syntax of the messages sent and received, enabling the use of very readable commands.
The following is a list of some of the messages that any instance of Something can receive:
(I) The RECEIVE message which enables an actor to increase the set of messages it understands,
The memory messages, REMEMBER, REMEMBERED? and FORGET, which provide each actor with a pattern-oriented data base, (3) The messages, CHANGE, RECALL and FORGET, which provide actors with their own variables. These are used to inspect and update the position, heading, speed, size and the like of an object.
(4) MAKE and UNMAKE messages which create or destroy instances, (5) Two kinds of PRINT messages which print out the script or the memory of an actor in a form designed to be easy to read, (B) A series of structural editing commands for inserting, deleting, and replacing receivers or their parts, (7) PLAN: message for scheduling things to do at later times, (8) The TICK message for telling an actor to do all that he or she should during the smallest quantum of time and providing him or her with access to the names of other actors, enabling interactions.
Instances of Object can, by passing the buck to Something, receive all the above messages. They can also receive display commands, such as FORWARD, BACK, RIGHT, LEFT, HIDE, SHOW, PENUP, PENDOWN. With one variety of these commands, the object moves or rotates gradually while with the other variety the object disappears and then appears at the new position.
Ticks Plans and Movies
Using the system, one can write procedures that move one object, then another, then the first one again, and so on. It will not, however, appear as if they are moving simultaneously since the time to interpret and execute the commands is significant. One solution is to have a scheduler run things at the appropriate time, and then save away the display commands to be run later. This was done in earlier implementaiions but the current one distributes the responsibility to each actor to remember what it will do later. The scheduler, or Universe as it is called, just tends "tick" or "increment the time" messages to all actors it knows about. These saved-away commands, called a Movie, can be run later with the appearance of parallelism.
If one wants an event to be dependent upon the occurrence of another event then the appropriate actors must check for the occurrence of the event when it receives a tick message. For example, if Lucy is told to scream if Snoopy comes too c~ose then the Lucy actor must check to see where Snoopy is whenever she receives a tick message. If Lucy was told to scream if anybody came near, she would need to know the names of everybody around. That is why the name of the current universe comes along with each tick message. Lucy can ask each actor where he or she is.
When an actor is told to plan something it is told relative to that actor's own internal time. His or her time is incremented with each tick. Associated with each time are the things that actor plans to do at that time. After the actor remembers the things planned, it tells the current universe that it has things to do and would like to be placed on the mailing list for receiving tick messages.
The universe, when told to run, will send ticks to each actor with things to do. When an actor has nothing left to do it tells the universe who stops sending it ticks. When the universe has run the number of ticks asked of it, or there are no more actors with things to do, it stops.
The screen is an actor that receives display messages like ~Put George Forward 100". When a movie is being made the screen can send messages asking the movie to remember the display messages the screen received. The movie can then be run later without sending any messages except those to the display.
Efficiency Issues
One may worry that such a system will run too slowly to be useful for working with children or for use by sophisticated programmers. The message passing and matching involved are much slower than more traditional mechanisms. The basic use of hierarchies is slow, since each actor seldom can respond directly to a message but needs to pass it on to the class which it is a member.
Rather than concentrate on making the basic message passing and matching primitives more efficient, I have instead implemented a few compiler macros that when possible replace actor transmissions with the code that they would invoke. The patterns in the receivers are also ncomplled" to run faster. The price of using these techniques is reduced flexibility when using compiled actors. If the transmission "ASK FRED (APPEAR FORWARD I00)" is replaced by the action part of the receiver in Object with Fred and the amount instantiated properly.
However, telling Fred's immediate superior a new way to handle "forward" messages will not affect his behavior if he is "compiled." By taking advantage of Lisp, the implementation language, the compiled actors can still be run interactively and any actor may be modified In the usual way after it is replaced by an interpretive version.
E×tensions and Improvements Planned
One useful extension would be the addition of primitives for joining and breaking apart Object actors. For example, one may want to join a triangle actor and a square actor to make a house actor. Or one may want to have a face accept messages as well as any of it parts. A person may get into a car, so that temporarily any movement of the car should also change the state of the person. Some progress has been made here, so that simple composite objects can be defined but more needs to be done.
The scheduling and interaction of events is very important and needs to be extended. Events should be able to be scheduled relative to other events or internal clocks. Object should be able to accept messages to handle simple interactions. For example, one should be able to tell an Object to go forward until it runs into another Object.
Another improvement being considered is the ability to handle partial messages. For example, if an object receives a forward message without a number as the second word, then instead of the present response of printing out an error message, it should prompt the user with a question like, "How much should Fred go forward?"
I plan also to have a "help" button that can be pushed at any time. If one has typed only part of a message and then the help button, then the actor may be able to finish part or all of the message for the user. This feature will hopefully alleviate many of the problems of typing long names and messages that make the code more readable.
One capability that the system currently lacks is an interface with any graphical input device. The problem is how to take advantage of the ease of graphical input without losing the power and flexibility of procedural representations. One way to combine the two kinds of descriptions would be to allow the user to draw a shape and then declare that to be the appearance of an actor. Similarly, the dynamics of an actor could be described graphically with curves like Baecker's p-curves [1] and these could be defined to be responses to particular messages.
Conclusions
The Workshop on the Design of User-Oriented Computer Graphics Systems was concerned with how to provide a powerful, yet easy to use, interface between users and computer controlled graphical devices. The research described herein is based upon the premise that one such interface is a procedural language based upon a semantics that is both powerful and simple. In addition, such a language should reflect the way one naturally conceives of graphics and animation. One such view of animation is as a structure of cooperating processes. It is hoped that this actor-based animation system will enable users to control displays in a manner closest to their own thoughts and intuitions.
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